The Fourier shell correlation curves for odd map vs odd map to model-generated density and even map vs even map to model-generated density consistently indicate a resolution of 4.1 Å at FSC=0.5. (c) Triangle represents an asymmetric unit of the virus and black circles denote the receptor footprint on one asymmetric unit. The residues are radially colored on RGB scale, representing the most interior residues in blue color and exterior residues in red color. Triangles, oval, and pentamer represent 3-fold, 2-fold, and 5-fold axes, respectively. Supporting Movie. Cryo-EM structure of Seneca Valley Virus decorated with Anthrax Toxin Receptor 1. The movie shows in order, the icosahedral cryo-EM map of SVV-ANTXR1 complex, the asymmetric unit and details of interactions between SVV capsid proteins and ANTXR1
